
 

 

PANORAMA CHRISTIAN CENTER 

THE WEAPON OF THE BLOOD   

THE MONTH of AV (July/August) 

5782: LEAP YEAR  
Tribe of  Simeon 

 5th Month – To Hear; Be Concerned  

Av: Means “Father”  

Av derives from the Root and Means: To Will or To Desire.  

Listen Carefully! You Will Hear Key Impressions.  

The Month the Lion Roars (Amos 3:8) 

The Month Where God Destroys So He Can Reconstruct.    

 Characteristics:  The Month You Metamorphose or 

Disintegrate. 

Constellation: Leo (the Lion) The Divine Will of the Father Be 

Executed 

 

1. We Decree and Declare in this Month of Av: we will give birth 

to the Purposes and Plans of God for our lives which is written in 

the book of God concerning us. 

 

2. We Decree and Declare in this Month of Av: we give birth to 

our circumcised hearts and minds to obey and execute the will of 

God with boldness and courage.  

 

3. We Decree and Declare in this Month of Av: our eyes are open 

and we see like the Father sees we see giants as grasshoppers and 

they see us as GIANTS.  

 



 

 

4. We Decree and Declare in this Month of Av: our enemies 

defenses has been destroyed and God’s terror is upon them now.  

 

5. We Decree and Declare in this Month of Av: the enemy of our 

promises has been overthrown and is being rooted up and rooted 

out now in Jesus Christ Mighty Name.  

 

6. We Decree and Declare in this Month of Av: we roar with the 

Roar of God and all our enemies are scattering in terror now Jesus 

Christ Mighty Name. 

 

7. We Decree and Declare in this Month of Av: we reject and 

refuse all evil and contrary voices but we will hear the Voice of 

the Lord only and a stranger voice we will not hear nor follow.  

 

8. We Decree and Declare in this Month of Av: our Faith is mixed 

with the Promises of God and we have entered into the Rest of 

God laying hold on the promises of God.  

 

9. We Decree and Declare in this Month of Av: Jesus is the 

Redeemer of the 9th of Av and Jesus has broken the curse of the 

9th of Av and Jesus has turned the curse into a Blessing on the 9th 

of Av.  

 

10. We Decree and Declare as the Month of Av means Father, the 

Fatherhood of God is being reestablished and increasing in our 

hearts and lives.The  Fatherhood of God is being manifested to 

the World through us in Jesus Christ Mighty Name.  

 



 

 

11. We Decree and Declare in this Month of Av: as the caterpillar 

metamorphosed into a butterfly, we are metamorphosing into the 

full image of the Statue of Christ Jesus.  

 

12. We Decree and Declare in this Month of Av: we reject all that 

is assigned to hinder, to block and stop the metamorphosis 

process. We will endure, develop maturity and come forth as 

Manifested Sons through this metamorphosis process; for it is 

God’s purpose for our lives. 

 

13. We Decree and Declare in this Month of Av: we allow God 

to destroy the old structures, old mindsets, old habits and old 

belief systems. And He is reconstructing our hearts and minds 

into the new thinking and new ways of doing things. 

 

14. We Decree and Declare in this Month of Av: we receive the 

intent of the Father concerning Simeon. Today we hear the Voice 

of the Father with clarity and His Voice has become crystal clear 

to us in all the various ways He speaks to us. 

 

15. We Decree and Declare in this Month of Av: this is the Month 

of the Emerald, a Precious and Valuable Gemstone. May we 

become the gemstone, precious and valuable in the sight of God 

and man. And as Green represents prosperity, may we prosper in 

the Promises of God.  

 

16. We Decree and Declare in this Month of Av: our obedience 

to enter into Canaan breaks every curse that Noah released upon 

his grandson Canaan. May everything that has ever been cursed 

in our lives be transmuted into a Blessing. 

 



 

 

17.  We Decree and Declare in this Month of Av: we carefully 

pay attention to what we hear becoming doers of the Word of God 

and not hearers only.  

 

18. We Decree and Declare in this Month of Av: The Holy Spirit 

empowers us and the Power of the Most High overshadows us. 

Therefore, the Lord will arise and have compassion on us, for it 

is time to be Gracious and show Favor to us; Yes, the appointed 

time, the moment designated to give Birth to the Promise of God 

has come.  

 

19. We Decree and Declare in this Month of Av: we enter into 

God’s Story, therefore, we experience the Word before it manifest 

because by Faith we create something out of nothing and speak 

of future events with as much certainty as though they were 

already past in our lives in Jesus Mighty Name.  

 

20. The God of Angel Armies has Released The Heir Force: The 

Assisters of Heaven to Bring Answers to Our Prayers, Victories 

to Our Intercession and Establishment to All Our Decrees.    

 

21. We Decree our Divine Inheritance is Accelerating in Every 

Area of our Lives in Unprecedented Proportions by the Divine 

Verdict of the Judge of Heaven in Jesus Christ Mighty Name.  

 

 

We Believe that We Receive, And It Is So... MANIFEST! 

 

  



 

 

Jeremiah 29:11: For I know the thoughts that I think toward you, 

says the Lord, thoughts of peace and not of evil, to give you a 

future and a hope. (NKJV) 

 

Job 22:28-30: You shall also decide and decree a thing, and it 

shall be established for you; and the light [of God’s favor] shall 

shine upon your ways. 29: When they make [you] low, you will 

say, [There is] a lifting up; and the humble person He lifts up and 

saves. 30: He will even deliver the one [for whom you intercede] 

who is not innocent; yes, he will be delivered through the 

cleanness of your hands. (AMP) 

  


